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Ansrver all thc lrranchcs but one of each qucstion(dl3- ,Jr (J|. gj,4jl)

Ql : What is meanr by:

A-Oxidation cracks?

(20%)

B- Periodical Maintenance?

C-Semi- direct rransmission UPV test?

D-Dimensions standardiz-ation ( jL.Jl !r-;3ri)?

E-Crouting?

Q2:Describe the various causes of: (20o%)

A-llardened concretc cracks.

B-Comuron defects in reinlbrced concrcte beams.

C- Det'ects in reinforced concrete shallorv foundations resting on clayey soil.

Qj: What are the main defecrs or structural damages which could be found in (20%o)

A- A reinforced concrete column due to fire?

B- A reinforced concrete beam due to overloading?

C- A reinforced concrcte slab due to poor construction?

Q4: Suggcst 2 methods for strcngthening ot (20%)

A- A rectangular reinforccd concrere corumn,

B-A reinforced concrete bearn by shortcning span.

C- A two-way reinforced concretc slab.

Q5: Explain the: (20%)

A- Repair ofcracks by Drilling and Plugging.

B- Impoftance ofusing UPV tests in assessment ofdelected R.C. structures.

C- Effect ofinspection team on maintenance cost ofa building.



ldeal answers:

Ql: A. they are often caused by volume incrctnent due to corrosion, corrosion products
volume is as much as 2 or 3 time the original volume. Then, longitudinal cracks appear
parallel to steel reinforcement. This type of cracks appears in a period of some nronths
or years. (page 32)
Ql: B. lt's wrong to postponcd defects maintenance after they take place. The problem
will escalate. And this leads to increase maintenance cost. In other words, building cost
increases with time. The lbllowing Fig. represents the relationship between cost and
time with and without periodical monitoring svstem. (page 4)
Ql : C. figure (page 4l )
Ql: D. Generally each of structural materials especially finishing materials and finings
has its life cycle according to its type and the way it is used. For this reason the
companies produce standard dimension materials.
A good design must deal by high accuracy with this matter that it has a significant effect
on the maintenance in the future. The designer must takc the materials standard
dimensions in his consideration during design process, this will participate in
simpliling the materials gctting process in future to substitute them in maimenance
work and defects' treatment.
'fhe intcrest in standardize the dimensions and the use of thc available naterials will
undoubtedly; efl'ect thc inhabitation cost in thc building and on maintenance simplicity
and cost. (page 9)

Ql: E. ln structures such as dams and large foundations, wide and deep cracks may
take place and extend deep in soil for long distances. The case is impossible to be
solved by epoxy injection. Here, injection of cheap material is used, such as cement
mortar or mud. (page 50)

Q2: A. There are many reasons for hardened concrete cracks, among which:
l. The late drying shrinkage cracks. The mechanism of these cracks is similar to that of
drl,ing shrinkage but they are deeper and appcar after weeks or months.
2. Cracks due to chenrical reasons such as the reaction of cement with carbon dioxide
existed in the air (carbonation) or u,ith aggregate pafiiclcs or nray bc resultcd frorrr stcct
conosion; accordingly, they can be classified as follow:
a. Carbonation: cracks result from chemical rcaction between cement compounds and
carbon dioxide ftom the atmosphere. They are so thin cracks and distributed irregularly
on the concrete surface.
b. The aggregate alkali reaction: this type of cracks result fronr the reaction between
active silica (non crystalline silica rvhich existed in some aggregate types) and ccmcnr
alkalis, the result of rhis reaction is alkali silica gel rvhich has the ability of unlimited
swelling with the existencc of extemal moisture, this leads to internal stresses and then
cracks and concrete deterioration. These cracks are similar to carbonation cracks in
appearance.

c- Oxidation cracks (corrosion): they are often caused by volume increment due to
corrosion, corrosion products volume is as much as 2 or 3 time the original volunre.



Then, longitudinal cracks appear parallel to steel reinforcement. This rype of cracks
appears in a period of some months or years.
d. Salts attack cracks: the essential salts compounds arc sulfates, chlorides and calcium
or potassium or magnesium carbonate. Salts attack concrete through two $,ays; L
External salts anack (soil and water contain salts).2. Internal anack (salts in concrete
constituents).

o Extemal attack tacks place by:
r Sulfate salts in soil rcact with aqueous calcium aluminate in concrete.

This reaction causcs swelling. In case ol'magnesium sulfate, it attacks
calcium hydroxide in cement paste.

o Salt crystallization in the pores between cement and aggregate. This
causes expansive forces which weaken the bonding bctween concrete and
stecl rcinforcement, in addition to steel conosion.

o Intemal attack tacks place by the reaction between salt existed in concrete
constituents and cement during setting or in the succeeding stages.

3. Thermal Cracks, there are four types:
A) Cracks due to cement hydration. Cement hydration is an exothermal reaction
u'hich emits heat, causes stresses during setting and solidification periods. The
differentiation in tempera(urc between concrete surface and inner concrete laycrs is
the cracks cause. This ditl'erentiation incrcases when ambient telnperatLtrc incrcascs
during casting days. Concrctc surface cools faster than inside concrete. 'fhis
increases the thermal differcntiation and Ieads to tensile stresses in concrete surface.
Those stresses may cause cracks in early days. Cracks depth does not excecd a few
cms. However, thcse cracks are self-closed when the temperature inside concretc
equals concrete surface temperature.
B) Cracks due to temperature fluctuation bet\\'ecn day and night. In night time,
concrctc surface is colder than inside concrete, concrete surface shrinks more than
the concrete beneath layers. This leads to stresses try to bcnd up concrete mass,
concrete weight resists these stresses. This causcs tcnsile strcsses in upper concrete
surface and compressive stresses in concrete lo\\'er surface. In day tinle the same
mechanism takcs place but in opposite direction.

C) Freezing cracks; when water inside concrete frcezes before initial setting, no sefting
will be. When freezing happens after initial setting, the result is icc crystals. lce crystals
cause friable concrete due to water volume increment when freezes. Accordingly,
concrete volume increases by 9%. When ice tharvs, empty voids rvill be in concrete of
volume equals to volume increment due to freezing. When water fills these voids and
freezes, further volume increment takes place. This volume increment leads to tensile
stresses, therl concrete deterioration within time. (page 32)
Q2: B. 1:-Cracks at the surface of the beam specially in the tension zones and concrete
cover.

2:-Deflection higher than the accepted limit.
3:-Falling the concrete cover at different places.



4:-Diagonal deep cracks toward the depth of the beam near the supports.
5:-Different defects due to bad execution and quality control.
6:-Some defects due to bad use of the buildins.

Q2: C. as long as clay soil shrinks by drying and swells by moistening, this all'ects
the shallo*, foundations.
The shrinkage in clayey soil is measurcd in summer with trees existence which
absorbs the water from about 5 meters depth.....the shrinkage reaches 100 mm (vcry
high shrinkage which negatively affects the structure).
The highest effect will be on foundation comers and edges.
The foundation must be far from the huge trees by a distance at leasl equal to the trec
height if there is onc tree but the distance nust be cqual 1.5 times the tree height if
there is a group oftrees.
When removing trces from clayey soil, sometime is to be given to the soil to lct it
takes its final shape then $,ork can be stancd.
Generally, shrinkage ofclayey soil under foundation may cause fbundation deviation
as a result of ditt'erential scttlcnrent or fractured foundation duc 10 heterogeneous
support under foundation. (page 20)

Q3: A. * Different types of surface cracks.
*Deep cracks in different locations.
tFalling some parts of the concrete cover.
*Cracking the concrete along the main reinforcements of the columns
*Buckling of reinforcement and falling some parts ofthe adjacent concrete.
*Crushing some parts of concrete in compression zone.
*Others which depend on location of columns and type reasons. (page 54)
The very high temperature (due to fire )affects the concrete and the steel
reinforcement significantly. The concrete starts to deteriorate at exposure temperature
300 Degree Celsius and higher. The strength of concrete reduces with the increase of
temperature ( from 300 to 800 Degree Celsius ) . For temperature higher than 8OO

Degree Celsius the normal concrete loses all its mechanical properties due to de-
hvdration phenomena.

At 550 Degree Celsius and higher the steel reinforcement starts to lose its mechanical
properties. So that the defects of a R. C. slab exposed to fire depend on many factors
such as; degree of exposure, duration of exposure, location of exposure, .,...etc.
However all slab defects should be diagnosed during the preliminary and detailed
inspec6ons. (page 80)

Q3: B. 1:-Cracks at the surface of the beam speciallv in the tension zones and concrete
cover,
2:-Deflection higher than the accepted limit.
3:-Falling the concrete cover at different places.

4:-Diagonal deep cracks toward the depth of the beam near the supports. (page 67)
Q3: C.

1- Cracks distributed randomly throughout the slab ,



2- Cracking of the concrete cover, mainly along the steel reinforcements.
3- DeeD cracks could be occurred in the tension zone of the slab.
4- Falling parts of concrete fragments from the slab.
5- Problems in thickness, level, alignment, dimensions and others. (page 78)

Q4: A.

a- Increasing the cross section of the column.
b- Using structural steel sections.
c- Adding additional steel reinforcement for longitudinal and or stirrups.
d- Using new concrete materials:
*fiber concrete
+eooxv
*carbon strips
*Ferro cement
*other composite or hybrid materials
e- Adding new additional columns to reduce spans leading to reduce loading.
f- Others. (page 58)

Q4: B. figures (page 73)

Q4: C. figures (page 82 and 83)

Q5: A, This method is used where water is in touch with structure parts to orevent
water from passing through cracks, for example, in swimming pools, fountains and
reservoirs.

When cracks run in reasonable straight lines and are accessible at one end, drilling
down through the length of the crack and grouting it to repair them, as it is the case in
retaining walls. Drilling a hole should be wider a little bit than crack width (diameter of
50 to 75 mm) and with crack depth. Repair steps are:

o Crack is to be cleaned and filled with grout (grouting material must be of low modulus
of elasticity).

o Place reinforcement bars (of predetermined sizes and lengths) in them to stitch across
the cracks (see fi9.4).

A Hole is to be drilledin the wall,centeredon anddown through the crack.Sizeof
holedependson the widthof the crack.U se2"to 2-1./2" minimumdia meter. (page 46)

Q5: B. The methodology of UPV is based at time monitoring of pulses in a section of the
object. The UPV will depend on the density and the elastic properties of the material in
study. The quality of many materials of construction is related with its rigidity, the
measure of the UPV can be used to measure the concrete structures quality, estimate
the mechanical properties, the compressive strength and the modulus of elasticity.
(page 40)

Q5: C. figure relationship between cost and time( page 4)


